We are now Refinitiv, formerly the
Financial and Risk business of
Thomson Reuters. We’ve set a bold
course for the future – both ours and
yours – and are introducing our new
brand to the world.
As our brand migration will be
gradual, you will see traces of our
past through documentation, videos,
and digital platforms.
Thank you for joining us on our
brand journey.

Thomson Reuters Indices one stop
shop for all your indexing needs
Thomson Reuters Indices is a global, cross asset
provider of indices for all your performance
measurement and investment needs.
Launched in response to increasing dissatisfaction with “traditional” index providers’ pricing and usage
policies, Thomson Reuters provides the investment community with:
• Passive Core Indices (Global Equity, Convertible, Commodity, Fixed Income and FX Indices)
• Specialized Asset Class Indices (Private Equity Buyout and Venture Capital Indices)
• Thematic and Smart Equity Indices (Islamic, ESG, Diversity & Inclusion and Small Business Indices)
• Custom index services
Fewer restrictions compared to traditional
index providers

What sets us apart?

Our indices give you a competitive advantage by avoiding the
usage restrictions and pricing complexities imposed by other
index providers.

• Global, cross asset series

• Single global subscription fee for all aspects of the fund
benchmarking and reporting process with no site licenses

• Robust, backed up and 24/6 supported real time
index operations

• Per index subscription option available

• Our globally recognised, independent brand

• Simple, flexible commercials
• Best-in-class industry classification system
• Access to vast depth and breadth of Thomson Reuters data

• Highly competitive product licensing rates, allowing for
redistribution to clients and partners

Highly correlated alternatives

• Shariah equity and Sukuk indices

You can benefit from an industry standard approach to equity and
fixed income index construction:

• US Venture Capital Indices

• Over 10,000 free float market cap weighted indices for
51 countries
• EFFAS recognised Sovereign bond indices for 28 countries,
corporate bond indices for select markets
• Ability to quickly and affordably customize existing indices

Innovative thematic indices
Tracking the performance of increasingly important investment
themes is critical to your success. That’s why Thomson Reuters is
your one stop source for innovative indices:
• CRB indices based on commodity futures or commodity
exposed equities
• ESG indices, including diversity and inclusion

Visit financial.tr.com/indices
or email Index_Queries@thomsonreuters.com
S071187/10-18

• TRBC – the industry’s first 5-tier classification system to build
custom indices for themes such as luxury, infrastructure and
clean tech

Capabilities and content to build custom indices
We have the data and capabilities to help you at various stages of
the index creation process.
We can create the index (calculation, rebalancing, governance,
licensing) or can supply the source data for you to create your
own index.

Count on decades of experience
With over 30 years experience, Thomson Reuters branded indices
are used by some of the world’s most respected pension funds,
asset managers, and exchanges.

